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NEWS FROM MRS. BARRY IN THE ART ROOM 

 

The art room has been bustling with activity the past few months!  Students are 

working on all sorts of projects!  The 4th graders have completed their Matisse 

inspired collages, and are currently carving blocks to create a series of block prints.  

They will even print in clay - preserving their design forever!  

 

The 5th graders have just completed a unit on color theory.  They now have to apply 

their new skills to a weaving project.  The 5th graders designed and created their own 

individual clay looms, integrating various textures. After the looms were fired in the 

kiln, they had to select their color palette, and paint their loom. Some students chose 

to apply crayons to enhance the textures. They are now in the process of weaving in a 

circle! 

    

Eleven Stony Brook Students had their artwork displayed in the 2016, Nature Through 

a Child’s Eye Exhibition at the Somerset County Environmental Educational Center in 

Basking Ridge, NJ.  The theme of the exhibit was, “Patterns In Nature”. Our students 

researched and illustrated the following subjects that have natural patterns:   

Leopard, Columbine Flower, Tropical Leaf, Kiwi, Monarch Butterfly, Autumn Leaf, 

Peas in a Pod, Peacock, Coleus, Eye of the Jaguar and Caterpillar. We are so 

fortunate to have had 4, 4th graders and 7, 5th grades give up their recess time from 

 

 

 



 

Late September to December, in order to volunteer for this project! We even had a 

surprise visitor – Miss Erin Rimmler joined us at the reception!  Thank you Miss 

Rimmler for your support! 

 

Branchburg Township School District was also invited to have students display their 

art work at a special Youth Art Month Exhibit at the Center for Contemporary Arts in 

Bedminster.  4 fourth grade and 4, 5th grade students will be representing Stony 

Brook School.  Six of Mrs. Barry’s Whiton ES students will be exhibiting their work as 

well, (2 Kindergarteners, 2 second graders, and 2 third graders).  The art work will be 

displayed from March 6 – 12, 2017.  A closing reception will take place on Sunday, 

March 12 from 2:00 – 3:30pm.  The center is located at 2020 Burnt Mills Road, 

Bedminster, NJ 07921.  All are welcome to join us on March 12. 

 

Our District wide Youth Art Month Celebration will take place from March 14 – April 

18, at the Branchburg Township Municipal Building.  The art work will be displayed 

through spring break so that the students and their families will have a chance to see 

it. 

 

I would also like to report that 3 of our 5th grade students have been working with 

both Mrs. Burke and me, on an art and essay contest hosted by the Conserve Wildlife 

Foundation of NJ. We wish all of you good luck! 

 

Please enjoy the photos of our art work! 
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Nature Through A Child’s Eye 2016 
 

       

 

     
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

      
 

      
 

 

 
 
 

Clay Looms 
 

         
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

          
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Conserve Wild Life Foundation of NJ 

 

         
 

The students and I welcome your comments!  Please let us know what you think 
about our work.  My E-mail is: rbarry@branchburg.k12.nj.us 
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Mrs. Morin and Mr. Jones’ 4

th
 Grade Class 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Escape rooms have been popping up all over the country. That’s where a 

group of people are willingly locked in and given an hour to “break out.” 

They follow clues posted and work together to beat the clock. Rather 

than breaking out of a small room, our class just recently tried to 

break out of our classroom.  Our students were presented with puzzles 

to decipher about area and perimeter, each clue leading to another, and 

ultimately to the prize.  Students used critical thinking, problem 

solving, communication, and collaboration to solve this 30 minute 

“Escape the Classroom” activity.   

 

In language arts, we have begun a new unit on Social Issues.  What are 

social issues?  We use this term to refer to issues that affect many 

people, not just one person or one character.  For example, issues like 

poverty, homelessness, bullying, or racism.  In this unit, we are 

teaching our students to take their books and their lives seriously, 

thinking about how books have affected you- the choices you make, the 

kind of person you want to be, the issues you care about- so that you 

can talk about these particular books and your life.  Students will learn 

that by reading, they can watch characters deal with social issues, and 

through this, they can learn how they might deal with such challenging 

issues.     

 



 

In language arts, we are writing literary essays.  This unit is designed 

to teach students to develop and define their ideas about literature.  

Literary essay practice opens the door to many pathways for students. 

It offers a bridge between reading and writing. It helps students learn 

that writing can be a way to hold onto one’s thinking about a subject or 

text and to elaborate on that thinking. During this unit, students will 

move away from narrative writing and instead write logical thesis-

driven opinion pieces that respond to a text with reasoned, well-

crafted writing. 

In math, we are working on a unit on fractions.  If you walk down the 

aisles of your local mall, you probably wouldn’t get a third of the way 

there without coming in contact into a fraction in some way. After all, 

that walk down the aisle is a fraction: 1/3. Yes, we use fractions in one 

way or another in everyday life even though we may not completely 

realize it.  Students are learning all about adding fractions, subtracting 

fractions, multiplying fractions, equivalent fractions, and how to apply 

them to their everyday life. 

In science we have been investigating waves.  We have learned that 

waves are all around us in our everyday lives.  If you drop a rock into a 

pond, you see waves form in the water.  When we cook our food in the 

microwave, we even use waves. Sound is a type of wave that moves 

through matter and then vibrates our eardrums so we can hear.  Light 

is a special kind of waves that is made up of photons that help us see.  

A wave is a traveling disturbance that travels through space and 

matter transferring energy from one place to another.  The next time 

you hear noise; remember it is traveling through WAVES!  
 

Stay warm, spring is just around the corner!

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Miss Villanova ~ English as a Second Language 

 

U.S.A. Language and Culture Considerations of English Learners 

The United States began and continues to be a nation of immigrants 

known for its diversity.  According to the 2014 American Community 

Survey, 1.3 million foreign-born people moved to the United States in 

2014, 1% more than 2013.  Of these, about 50% aged 5 and older were not 

proficient in English.  More than 40% of English Learners (students ages 3-

21 whose native language is not English) are born in the United States 

(American Community Survey, 2014).  Although English is the most 

commonly spoken language in the United States, we do not have an 

official national language.  How many languages can you understand, 

speak, read, and write fluently?  How long did it take you to become 

fluent?  It can take many years to become proficient in a language and 

there’s even more involved than we may initially think of when it comes 

to language acquisition.   

Let’s start with English, which is a very complex language.  First, we have 

many silent letters, but they’re not always silent and sometimes they 

make different sounds, too.  For instance, let’s look at the letter “g.”  

It’s silent in “gnaw,” makes a /g/ sound in “gate,” but what about “age” 

and in the middle of “light” it’s silent again?  Next, let’s look at some 

homophones which sound alike, but have different spellings, meanings, 

and uses:  “there,” “they’re,” and “their;” “your” and “you’re;” and 

“to,” “two,” and “too.”  And, those are only a few examples.  What 

about vowels?  Think about all the different ways we pronounce them – 

long and short – and all the different spelling combinations we can have.  

There are many combinations that make the same sounds, such as the 

long a sound: snake, train, play, reign, and they.  Hey!  There aren’t even 

any a’s in the last two words!  Ugh!  Of course, we say English has rules, 

but with so many exceptions, can we really count on them?  Lastly, why 

don’t we just spell “tea,” “t,” “why” “y,” or “bee” “b”?  Whew!  Those 

are only a few examples of English language trickery!  I feel so lucky I 

learned English first!  Now, let’s learn more about some other languages. 

 

 



 

Not only is English a very puzzling language, but there are also additional 

difficulties that we may not realize and could cause confusion.  Did you 

know letters, sounds, animal sounds, and even numbers are represented 

differently in other languages?  For example, in Spanish a rooster says 

qui-qui-riqui, not cock-a-doodle-doo.  Furthermore, in Gujarati the 

numbers 0-9 look like this:  

 

Gujarati - ૦ ૧ ૨ ૩ ૪ ૫ ૬ ૭ ૮ ૯ 

English - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 

Imagine the confusion when trying to add 1 + 5…  Using the Gujarati 

symbols, I would answer 13.  Finally, Chinese is pronounced with a 

variation in tones and its characters can sometimes represent whole 

words, phrases, or ideas. For example, nice to meet you in Mandarin 

Chinese is: 很高兴认识你.   

Hence, transitioning to another culture and acquiring the language takes 

a lot of time, practice, and assistance, even when one is living in a 

country where s/he is immersed in the language and can see, hear, and 

use it every day.  I hope you now better understand some of the 

difficulties in acquiring a language, especially English, and will be 

sympathetic and helpful towards language learners if the opportunity 

arises.   

 


